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WAIVER & RELEASE 

 

 I am a subject (“Subject”) (or the parent or guardian of a minor Subject), collectively Subject, who will 

appear in the photograph (“Photograph”) submitted to appear in the Sabres visual production of fan cutouts 

(“Production”).  In exchange for the possibility of  appearing in the Production, or other works associated with 

the Production as they may be reproduced, distributed and displayed, and for other good and valuable 

consideration, I irrevocably grant and assign to Hockey Western New York, LLC and Pegula Sports and 

Entertainment, LLC (collectively the “Sabres”), in perpetuity, the rights to the Photograph and the 

unrestricted right, without additional financial or other compensation, to use the Subject’s image, likeness, 

name, voice and Photograph in any and all manner, including, without limitation, in–arena (KeyBank Center) 

entertainment, television or radio broadcast, internet distribution, and any other means now existing or hereafter 

developed, and the reproduction, modification, distribution and alteration of the Photograph and Subject’s 

image, name, voice and likeness, whether  via in–arena (KeyBank Center) entertainment, television or radio 

broadcast, internet distribution, and any other means now existing or hereafter developed.   I also waive and 

release any of my (or, in the case of a minor Subject, such minor Subject’s) privacy rights, rights of publicity, 

editorial rights, and any and all other rights with respect to the Photograph or the use the name, image, voice or 

likeness of the Subject.  I release, discharge and hold harmless Sabres, from any claim, cause of action, 

damages or liability, regardless of legal theory, that I (or any minor Subject) may have (or that I, in the case of a 

minor legal Subject, may have as parent or guardian) arising from the use, reproduction, modification, 

distribution or display of the Subject’s name, image, likeness, voice, the Photograph or any drawing, image or 

other work created by or for Sabres as a result of the Photograph. 

 

 I represent and warrant that each and every element of any material provided by me pursuant to or in 

connection with the Photograph shall have been fully cleared and that I shall have secured any and all  

necessary intellectual and tangible property rights and any and all necessary third party licenses and consents 

including, but not limited to, copyrights, rights of privacy and publicity and trademark rights, all at my sole cost 

and expense. 

 

I make this grant and release not only to Sabres, but also to its successors and assigns, parent companies, 

subsidiaries and legal affiliates, and any agent, representative, employee, and independent contractor that Sabres 

or its successors and assigns, parent companies, subsidiaries and affiliates, may authorize to use images created 

in connection with this Release. 

 

I warrant that I am at least eighteen (18) years old.  I understand that the grant and release shall be 

binding on me (and, in the case of a minor Subject, the minor) and either of our heirs, legal representatives, and 

assign. This Release shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, 

without regard to conflicts of law principles If any part of this Release shall be declared to be invalid by any 

court of competent jurisdiction, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder hereof, 

which remainder shall continue in full force and effect.  
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